Steering Committee for IPI: Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy Consultation Program

Minutes of meeting: 26 August 2020


Meeting convened: 12:00

1. Minutes from July meeting approved.
2. Update on enrollment. Currently thirteen accepted applicants from all over world. Class limit will be fifteen.
3. Further discussion about readings for each of the seminars. After first round of submissions there were some overlaps and some further clarifications and changes.
   a. Anne clarified using two Chapters from a Grotstein book for Seminar #3. And the chapter on termination from Dan Jacobs book for Class #10. She will submit to Suzanne.
   b. Doug has revised his readings to Class #6 Ferro’s chapter 5 from Mind Works. Class #7 will be two chapters from Ferro’s Sao Paolo supervision book. And Class #8 will be Ogden’s paper on Supervision.
   c. Carl will be adding article by Epstein. And Carl will revise his own paper. All will submit to Suzanne
4. The remainder of meeting was an open and enjoyable discussion of our process in developing the content and structure of this new consultation/supervision course. Several anecdotes shared; with further anecdotes and links in the conceptualization of teaching, studying, and learning about psychoanalytic therapy and supervision.

Meeting adjourned: 12:50

Next meeting September 23

Submitted: Doug Dennett